This official seal is your assurance that this product meets the highest quality standards of SEGA™. Buy games and accessories with this seal to be sure that they are compatible with the SEGA™ GENESIS™ system.

**HANOLINO YOUR CARTRIDGE**

- The SEGA™ Genesis™ Cartridge is intended for use exclusively with the SEGA™ Genesis™ System.
- Do not bend it, crush it, or submerge it in liquids.
- Do not leave it in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat.
- Be sure to take an occasional recess during extended play.

Warning to owners of projection televisions: Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture-tube damage or mark the phosphor of the CRT. Avoid repeated or extended use of video games on large-screen projection televisions.

**WARNING, READ BEFORE USING YOUR SEGA VIDEO GAME SYSTEM.**

A very small percentage of individuals may experience epileptic seizures when exposed to certain light patterns or flashing lights. Exposure to certain light patterns or backgrounds on a television screen or while playing video games may induce an epileptic seizure in these individuals. Certain conditions may induce previously undetected epileptic symptoms even in persons who have no history of prior seizures or epilepsy. If you, or anyone in your family, has an epileptic condition, consult your physician prior to playing. If you experience any of the following symptoms while playing a video game—dizziness, altered vision, eye or muscle twitches, loss of awareness, disorientation, any involuntary movement, or convulsions—IMMEDIATELY discontinue use and consult your physician before resuming play.

---

**CYBERDYNE SYSTEMS 1-800 HISTORY DATAFILE**

**MS1-00456: READ-ONLY.**

1994 MILES BYDON DEVELOPED A REVOLUTIONARY NEW FORM OF MICROPONG 9000 FOR CYBERDYNE SYSTEMS. THE MICROPEG 1980 IS THE IMPROVISED THAT WITHIN 3 YEARS, CYBERDYNE SYSTEMS BECAME THE LARGEST SUPPLIER OF MILITARY COMPUTERS. ALL STEALTH BOMBERS ARE OPERATED WITH CYBERDYNE COMPUTERS. CYBERDYNE IS CUT AND ALTERED TO FLY WITH A PERFECT OPERATIONAL ORDER.


2009 UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF JOHN CONOLO. 1994 AFTER YEARS OF BITTER STRUGGLE THE HUMAN RESISTANCE IS ON THE VENGE OF DESTROYING QUAID. IN A LAST ATTEMPT TO DESTROY THE QUAID, SKYNET DECIDED TO TWO MACOILES. TWO TERRORIST 1984, RAGE TO TIME. THE FIRST IS PROGRAMMED TO SNEE AT JOHN'S MOTORS BEFORE JOHN'S BIRTH. IN THE YEAR 1994. IT FAILS. THE REGO IS PROGRAMMED TO ATTACK JOHN'S CD-ROM WITH ME IN DATES 18 YEAR OLD. AGAIN BEFORE. THE RESISTANCE IS ABLE TO DEVO BACK TO LOSE PROTECTORS. IT IS ONLY A QUESTIONS OF WHO WILL DESEACH JOHN FIRST...
ENTRY CODE: ZF1806430C

ACCESS ACCEPTED FOR ESTABLISHING CODE™ GENESIS™ T-800 REMOTE LINK.

1. MAKE SURE THE POWER SWITCH OF THE SEGA™ GENESIS™ GAME SYSTEM IS OFF.

2. INSERT THE TERMINATOR™ 2-JUDGMENT DAY CARTRIDGE AS DESCRIBED IN YOUR SEGA™ GENESIS™ INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL.

3. TUG THE POWER SWITCH ON, YOU WILL FIRST SEE THE TERMINATOR™ 2-JUDGMENT DAY TITLE SCREEN. TO PROCEED WITH YOUR MISSION, PRESS THE START BUTTON.

IF OUTSIDE APPEARS ON THE SCREEN, TUG OFF THE POWER 300 SEC EDELKIND INJECTION.

SEGA™ GENESIS™ T-800 REMOTE LINK CONTROLS:

- DP 8-BUTTON 360° DIRECTIONAL
- DP + LEFT (GO BLOW) 8-BUTTON DARIO INS CLIMB STAIRS
- START BUTTON
- ACTIVATE/DEACTIVATE PRIZE MODE
- OOS PRIZE MODE
- GOUP

TIME DISPLACEMENT... SUCCESSFUL

INITIATING SELF-DIAGNOSTIC.

SPECIFICATIONS

HIDROIDE SYSTEMS SERIES

T-800 MODEL 101
SERIAL C0000-101 0102E4-0A124
LIVING TISSUE OVER METAL-

ENERGY STORAGE

INTEGRAL SYSTEMS... OPERATIONAL

EXTERNAL TISSUE... DAMAGE NEGICAL

INTEGRAL CLOCK... RESETTING

PRIMARY BATTERY EFFICIENCY... 100%

BATTERY EFFICIENCY IS REGUGED BY TAKING 30. MAGE. BATTERY EFFICIENCY IS RESTORED BY ACQUIRING FIRST ARM PACKETS.

SECONDARY POWER... 20%

WHEN PRIMARY BATTERIES BEGINT 05% EFFICIENCY, POWER WILL BE ROUTED FROM SEGA 360® POWER SOURCE AT 20% EFFICIENCY WHEN T-800 IS EXHAUSTED.

UNIT SHUTDOWN WILL OCCUR.
PRIMARY OBJECTIVES:
- LOCATE AND POSTEY JOB 000 COMMON.
- PRIORITY NODE 4142
- RESEARCH OF MILES DORYN
- PRIORITY NODE 7A3403
- OBTAIN ASH HEMHNY THO4 T 890 PARTS
- FROM CYBEROYNE SYSTEMIC
- CYBEROYNE SYSTEMIC PRIORITY CHNE 7215240
- TERMINATE HYPERHOTE SYSTEMIC MODE
- 1 TO 30 PRINT TYPE PRIORITY NODE 8A32100
- EECF SURVIVAL UNTIL OTHER MISSION OBJECTIVE COMPLETE. PRIORITY NODE TA2307H

SECONDARY OBJECTIVE:
- LOCATE AND COLLECT FUTURE OBJECTS
- HEMHNY RECONSTRUCTION, PRIORITY CODE 544070.

ACCESSING INFORMATION. NETFILE 41T 7H
- FUTURE OBJECTS.

WHEN THE POSSIBILITY OF DEFEAT FIRST FACED OBOYET IN 2020, IT HEAR DEVELOPED TO THE TECHNOLOGY FOR AN AGGRESSIVE PULL SCALE INVASION OF THE PAST IN HOPE TO ENHANCE ITS DIMENSION.

ALTHOUGH HEMHNY WAS DESTROYED AFTER OBOYET TWO NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY NOH NEED PASSS DASH THROUGH THE TIME STREAM. OBOYET CAN ALREADY SEND A NUMBER OF OBJECTS INTO THE PAST WITHOUT TESTING OF TIME DISPLACEMENT TECHNOLOGY. THESE OBJECTS, ENRAGED IN A HIBBERTIC COMPARING, STUDIED THE EFFECTS OF TIME DISPLACEMENT IN MATTERS TO DATA THEY YIELDED TO THE SCIENTISTS WHO DISCOVERED THEM IN THE PAST. WERE ESSENTIAL TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF HYENSION TIME DISPLACEMENT TECHNOLOGY. THE RECONSTRUCTION OF ALL SUCH OBJECTS WILL ENSURE THE HUMAN NATURE THE RESISTANCE AGAINST HYENSION IN 2020.

MISSION PARAMETERS.
- OBEY 000 COMMON
- AVOID TERMINATION HF NAMAN.
- IMMORALIZE INSTEAD
- PROPERTY DAMAGE... ACCEPTABLE.
ANALYSIS SUGGESTS CERTAIN MISSION OBJECTIVES CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED WITH HELP FROM JOHN AND/OR SARAH CONNOR.

TO HAVE THEM ACCOMPANY YOU ON MISSION, ENTER PAUSE MODE AND DISPLAY.

USE THE UP AND DOWN D-BUTTON TO SELECT NAME IN PAUSE MODE DISPLAY.

PRESS THE D BUTTON TO ACTIVATE/DEACTIVATE FOLLOW BEQUEST. THEN DEACTIVATE PAUSE MODE.

WARNING: PARRYING VIOLATION OF MISSION OBJECTIVE PRIORITY 41-42BDA AND S82357X: PROTECT JOHN AND BABAR CS80000 PROBABLY STANTESHE SHIELD THEM FROM BULLETS AND EXPLOSIONS. IF JOHN OR BABAR CS80000'S ENERGY LEVEL REACHES ZERO THEY WILL COLLAPSE AND BEGIN THE FLASH ON SCREEN DISPLAY. ENERGY MUST BE TRANSFERRED TO THEM WITHIN 15 SECONDS OR MISSION FAILUSE WILL RESULT. ENERGY TRANSFER IS EFFECTED BY MOVING OVER INDIVIDUAL AND押し DOWN THE D-BUTTON AS BOW JOHN AND SARAH CONNOR'S CURRENT ENERGY LEVELS ARE DISPLAYED IN THE PAUSE MODE GAME DISPLAY.
LEVEL ONE

OBJECTIVES:
- Acquire mortar shell possessing priority code 1202000
- Acquire weapon possessing priority code 2078218
- Locate John Cougho's residential address, possessing priority code 351400.

LOCATION... TRUCKSTOP

SCANNING LOCATION...

IDENTIFIED:

NOTE: TRANSPORT ASIGNED. PROCEED TO JOHN COUGHO'S RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.

NOTICE: VEHICLE DRIVING PROGRAM INITIALIZING.

SEGA GENESIS-T HUD
REMOTE LINK VEHICLE CONTROLS

STRAIGHTEN VEHICLE

ACCELERATE

DECELERATE/REVERSE

DRIVE

LEFT AND RIGHT D-BUTTON ADDRESSES:
- TURN VEHICLE

NAVIGATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ACTIVE. WHEN TRAVELLING OUR COMPASS WILL INDICATE RELATIVE DIRECTION OF TARGET LOCATION. INDIVIDUAL ROAD ROUTES MUST BE DISCOVERED MANUALLY. AVOID COLLIDING WITH OTHER VEHICLES.
LEVEL THREE

OBJECTIVES:
- Locate and protect John Connor
- Priority Code 4142NGA
- Acquire additional weaponry
- Priority Code 237821

STRATEGY ANALYSIS:
- Aim to use minimum force
- Decrease chances of mission failure

RECOMMENDATIONS:
- Avoid unnecessary violence

IDENT POSITIVE:
John Connor
NEW MISSION OBJECTIVE:
INPUT... JO00 C00000: LOCATE AND PROTECT SARAH CO00000. PRIORITY CODE BB2387X.

WARNING: 03% PROBABILITY Y TO00 WILL TRY TO DEACQUISE JO00 CO00000 AT HOSPITAL. LIKELIHOOD OF EXISTING PARAMETER VIOLATION AND MISSION FAILURE PROTECT JO00 CO00000. PRIORITY CODE CA0200E

OVERRIDDEN BY JO00 CO00000: MISSION PARAMETERS: OBEY JOHN CO00000.

CURRENT LOCATION OF JO00:
PROCABERO STATE HOSPITAL FOR THE CRIMINALLY INSANE.

SCANNING LOCATION...
INDICATIONS:
ARMED GUARDIAN ANALYSIS INDICATES SIGNIFICANT THREAT. PROCEED WITH EXTREME CAUTION.

STRATEGY ANALYSIS:
USE COMPUTED TERMINAL TO DETERMINE FLOOR NUMBER OF CONCOR, SARAH, THEN SEARCH ALL ROOMS ON THAT FLOOR.
LEVEL FIVE

OBJECTIVE
ACQUIRE WEAPDDBY AND EXPLOSIVES.
PRIORITY CODE 0344529.
DEPAID DAMAGE. PRIORITY CODE 1023878.

LOCATION... ENEMY'S COMPOUND.
SCANNING LOCATION...
ANALYSIS INDICATES NO CURRENTLY DETECTABLE DANGER.
LEVEL SIX

OBJECTIVES:
- Obtain OCEOSECO files of Miles Oyoon.
- Obtain OCEOSECO security key.

LOCATION... Residence of Miles Bennett Oyoon.

ACCESSION INFORMATION
- DATE: 024-450 Oyoon, Miles Oyoon

AS THE DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL PROJECTS AT CYBEROYNE SYSTEMS, MILES OYOOH DEVELOPS A REVOLUTIONARY NEW FORM OF MICROPROCESSORS FOR CYBEROYNE SYSTEMS BASED ON THE 1000 CPU CHIP. OYOOH RESEARCH IS DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE BRESTING OF BOYNET.

SCANNING LOCATION...
- INDICATIONS
  - High-technology security system installed and active
  - Analysis indicates potential dangers from police SWAT team
  - Human identity positive - Oyoon, Miles Bennett. Unnamed

When objectives complete, proceed to Cyberoynce.
OBJECTIVES:
- Obtain and destroy T-800 parts from Cyberdyne Systems
- Destroy Cyberdyne Systems
- Priority Code 7218240

LOCATION...
Headquarters, Cyberdyne Systems Incorporated

Scanning Location...
Indications:
- T-800 parts located in hermetically-sealed vault
- Analysis recommends air from Connor, John, to open
- Missile-launching defense droids
- Advanced security system
- Cyberdyne Systems T-100 security droids
- Analysis of threat...
  - Inconclusive

ACCESSING INFORMATION
Netfile 036-035: T-100 Security Droide

An early precursor of the T-800, the T-100 was Cyberdyne's first application of advanced microprocessor technology originally scheduled for prototype around the turn of the century. Cyberdyne's unparalleled technological breakthrough in the mid-1980s allowed the T-100 model to be developed fully in line by the early 1990s almost a decade ahead of schedule. T-100's were initially utilized as security droids at Cyberdyne-owned properties to help demonstrate how revolutionary its processing capability and dynamic synthesizers were.
LEVEL SEVEN

SEGA GENESIS TM & REMOTE L100 CONTROLS...
EXPLOSIVES
TO DEPOSIT EXPLOSIVES PRESS THE DOWN
D DIRECTION ARROW.

DEMOLITION STRATEGY PROGRAM INITIALIZING.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS REVEALS SIGNIFICANT
WEAKENING OF CYBERGYNE BUILDING
INTENSITY REQUIRED BEFORE EXPLOSIVE
PLANTS FOR MAXIMUM DEMOLITION.

EXPLOSIVE DEPOSIT PROGRAM ACTIVE. DUH
WILL INDICATE WHERE EXPLOSIVES SHOULD
BE PLACED FOR MAXIMUM DESTRUCTIVE
POWER.

ANALYSIS INDICATES 100% PROBABILITY
EXPLOSION WILL EXCEED TM & DESIGN
TOLERANCES. ANALYSIS SUGGESTS
ESCAPE BEFORE EXPLOSIVE DETONATION.
MISSION SUB PRIORITY: SELF-SURVIVAL
UNTIL COMPLETION OF MISSION OBJEC-
TIVES. PRIORITY CODE 887437D.
LEVEL EIGHT

OBJECTIVE:
TERMINATE SYNDONYNE SYSTEMS MODULI.
T 1188 PRIORITY CODE NN327D00

ACCESSING INFORMATION...
NETFILE 431 300
T 1000.

THE PROTOTYPE T 1188 TERMINATION IS
CONSTRUCTED OF MIMETIC POLYALLOY. A
FRAGMENT OF LITHIUM METAL TOOK GIVES IT THE
ABILITY TO METAMORPHOSIZE ITSELF INTO
AN ANT SHAPE OF ANY SHAPE FOR
EXAMPLE. IF YOU HURT IT TO THE BEAR. THE
POLYALLOY RECONFIGURES NN T0RT THE
BEAR BECOMES A CRAWLING BORG HUG
FROM IT AND IT MELT IT INTO THE FLESH
YOU BE RUBBING ON THE T 1000 IS THE
MOST DEMOLISHED AND POWERFUL TERMINATOR
EVER CREATED.

LOCATIONS...
STEEL MALL.

SCANNING LOCATION...
INDICATIONS:
T 100 SECURITY REGIONS.

ANALYSIS INDICATES
MARGINAL THREAT.

ACCUMULATED VULNERABILITIES...
CODE PROJECT VULNERABILITIES -- EXTREME
DEATH OR NULL. IF THE T 1188 WERE
SUBJECTED TO EXTREME TEMPERATURE
CONDITIONS, THE COESIVE BORON
COMPRESSIO THE T 1000'S POLYALLOY
WIND MELT DOWN. RATHER THEN
THE T 1188.
FLYING EDGE™  
LIMITED WARRANTY

Flying Edge warrants to the original purchaser only of the Flying Edge software product that the medium on which the computer program is recorded is free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. The Flying Edge software program is sold "as is" without any express or implied warranty of any kind, and Flying Edge is not liable for any loss or damages of any kind resulting from the use of the program. Flying Edge agrees for a period of ninety (90) days to either repair or replace, at its option, free of charge, any Flying Edge software product, postage paid with proof of date of purchase, at its Factory Service Center. Replacement of the cartridge is free of charge to the original purchaser (except for the cost of returning the cartridge) in the full extent of our liability.

This warranty is not applicable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be applicable and shall be void if defect in the Flying Edge software product has arisen through abuses, unreasonable use, misrepresentation, or neglect. THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE FLYING EDGE. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE LIMITED TO THE NINETY (90) DAY PERIOD DESCRIBED ABOVE. IN NO EVENT WILL FLYING EDGE BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THIS FLYING EDGE SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts, and/or exclusions or limitations of incidental or consequential damages so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may have other rights which vary from state to state.

This warranty shall not be applicable in the extent this warranty is prohibited by any federal, state, or municipal law which cannot be pre-empted.

REPAIRS / SERVICE AFTER EXPIRATION OF WARRANTY If your cartridge requires repair after expiration of the 90-day Limited Warranty Period, you may contact the Consumer Service Department at the number listed below. You will be advised of the estimated cost of repair and the shipping instructions.

Flying Edge Hotline/Consumer Service Dept. 
(516) 624-5300

Marketed by Flying Edge. Distributed by Asylum Distribution, Inc. 
71 Audrey Avenue. Oyster Bay. New York 11771

Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved.

TERMINATOR™ 2, JUDGMENT DAY ™, EDNA SKELETON™ and Edna Skeleton are trademarks of Castlehead Pictures Inc. (U.S. and Canada), Castlehead International N.V. (All Other Countries), and used by Asylum Entertainment, Inc., under authorization. Edna and Skeleton are trademarks of Saga Enterprises Ltd. Flying Edge is a division of Asylum Entertainment, Inc., TM & © 1991 Asylum Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The Simpsons and Checklist are TM & © 1989 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved.

Patents: U.S. nos. 4,442,964, 4,442,964, 4,442, 462, 666,420, 999, 999, 999, 666,464; Canada nos. 1,109,292,753, 753, 753, 753; Hong Kong nos. 00-4329; Germany DE00,466,026; Singapore 999-119; UK no. 1,825,999; France 999,999; Japan nos. 999,999,999 (Pending).